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PROVERB FOR THE DAY
One of the key methods I have learned over the
years for dealing with the everyday challenges that
living throws my way is to meditate on the Word of God
each day as I walk with God.
I have found that reading the Proverb for the
day in the morning and reflecting on that Proverb and
seeing how I can put it to action in my life as I go
through the day has become a great faith builder and
strength when trials and conflicts come my way.
Each day has its own Proverb and in one month
I have applied all 31 Proverbs ready to do it again the
next month. It really works, try it.
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How To Get Everything You Want in Life.
A man spoke with the Lord about Heaven and Hell. The Lord said to the man, "Come, I will show you Hell."
They entered a room where a group of famished, desperate and starving people sat around a huge pot of stew. Each
person held a spoon that reached the pot, but each spoon had a handle so much longer than their own arm that it
could not be used to get the stew into their own mouths.
"Come ‐ now, I will show you Heaven," the Lord said, after a while. They entered another room, identical to
the first ‐ the pot of stew, the group of people, and the same long‐handled spoons. But here everyone was happy and
well fed. "I don't understand," said the man. "Why are they happy here when they were miserable in the other
room?" The Lord smiled. "Ah, it is simple: Here they have learned to feed each other."
Recognize that your well being and happiness comes from what you do for other people. Take the time and
make the effort to help someone else today.
As it has otherwise been stated: "You can have everything you want in life as long as you help enough other
people get what they want."
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"Coming together is a beginning... keeping together is progress... working together is Success."
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Each Wednesday evening at 6:30 PM we host a Bible Study
in our home.
We are currently in the Book of Hebrews.
Starting January 15, 2020 we will begin a series on the
Letters of Paul starting with Galatians.
If you are near and able,
Joy and I invite you to join our study group.

